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Abstract
Asynchronous programming is a standard approach for designing responsive applications. Modern languages such as C♯ provide async/await primitives for the disciplined use of asynchrony. In spite of this, programs can deadlock because of incorrect use of blocking operations along with non-blocking (asynchronous) operations. While developers are aware of this problem, there is no automated technique to detect deadlocks in asynchronous programs.

We present a novel representation of control flow and scheduling of asynchronous programs, called continuation scheduling graph and formulate necessary conditions for a deadlock to occur in a program. We design static analyses to construct continuation scheduling graphs of asynchronous C♯ programs and to identify deadlocks in them.

We have implemented the static analyses in a tool called DeadWait. Using DeadWait, we found 43 previously unknown deadlocks in 11 asynchronous C♯ libraries. We reported the deadlocks to the library developers. They have confirmed and fixed 40 of them.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Deadlocks: Automated static analysis
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1. Introduction
Asynchronous programming provides a means to defer high latency steps in a computation. Unlike a synchronous procedure call, an asynchronously called procedure does not run to completion. Rather, it returns the control to its caller immediately. Later, when the callee finishes execution, a callback procedure registered by the caller is invoked. This helps improve responsiveness of the application. The asynchronous style of programming is therefore used in many domains, ranging from device drivers and UI-driven desktop software to mobile, web and cloud applications.

The early models of asynchronous programming required developers to explicitly register callbacks with the asynchronous procedure calls. However, programming using callbacks becomes tedious because the program logic must be split manually by the developer into different callbacks, and the callbacks must be chained carefully. This problem is commonly known as “callback hell”.

To overcome this problem, C♯ 5.0 [24] introduced the async/await primitives. These primitives allow the developer to write code in the familiar sequential style without explicit callbacks. An asynchronous procedure is declared with the async keyword. When called, it returns a task object and its caller can “await” the task. Awaiting suspends the execution of the caller, but does not block the thread it is running on. The code following the await instruction is the continuation that is automatically called back when the result of the...
of returning asynchronously is to schedule its continuation on the same thread as the caller. Using a blocking wait, a caller can synchronize with an asynchronous callee. This mix of blocking and non-blocking operations gives rise to intricate scheduling dependencies and can even result in deadlocks. Developers are aware of the problem of deadlocks in asynchronous programs (e.g., [63]), but there is no automated technique to detect them.

As an example, refer to the asynchronous C♯ program in Figure 1, adapted from a tutorial [8]. It illustrates the use of asynchronous web requests. Given a URL url, the procedure GetContentsAsync calls an asynchronous procedure GetResponseAsync at line 7 to retrieve contents at url. GetResponseAsync eventually returns the contents, but to avoid blocking its caller, it returns a task object wTask immediately. The GetContentsAsync procedure awaits wTask at line 8. Lines 9–18, enclosed in the box C₁, form the continuation that is invoked once the result encapsulated by wTask is ready. The compiler automatically extracts and schedules the continuation, freeing the developer from the burden of explicitly defining and registering a callback.

Once the contents at url are received, GetContentsAsync calls another asynchronous procedure CopyToAsync to copy the content stream to a byte array and awaits the task object copyTask returned by it at line 14. The corresponding continuation is shown inside the box C₂. The procedure SumPageSizes runs on the UI thread and calls GetContentsAsync for each URL in a list and sums up the number of bytes retrieved. It uses Wait at line 25 to synchronously wait on the task object cTask returned by GetContentsAsync. This blocks the UI thread.

When an asynchronous call completes, the default behavior in C♯ is to schedule its continuation on the same thread which issued the asynchronous call. This ensures that the continuation does not make invalid cross thread accesses. Due to the convenience it offers, other languages which support async/await may also follow the same default scheduling scheme. In Figure 1, the UI thread is blocked by SumPageSizes by invoking a Wait operation at line 25. The signaling operation to unblock it is in the continuation C₂ which will be scheduled only after C₁ finishes. Following the default scheduling scheme, C₁ is scheduled to run on the UI thread, but it is blocked by SumPageSizes. This results in a deadlock.

In this work, we present a novel representation of the mixed synchronous and asynchronous control flow in asynchronous programs called the continuation scheduling graph (CSG). A CSG represents procedures and continuations, control flow between them and the threads on which they may be scheduled. From the CSG, we construct a deadlock detection graph (DDG) which represents threads, the scheduling of blocking and signaling operations onto the threads, and inter-dependence of blocking and signaling operations on each other. A cycle in the DDG indicates possibility of a deadlock. As a large number of C♯ programs make extensive use of async/await, in this work, we focus on deadlock analysis of asynchronous C♯ programs. The basic concepts and algorithms presented in this paper should be useful for other languages and for detection of programming errors other than deadlocks.

Figure 2 shows the deadlock detection graph for the program in Figure 1. Only the nodes/edges that are relevant to the example are shown. The node labeled tₘ stands for the main/UI thread. The edge a means that tₘ may block due to the Wait operation in SumPageSizes. The edge b shows that the Wait operation can be signaled by the continuation C₂ of GetContentsAsync. Finally, the edge c means that the continuation C₂ can execute only if a continuation that can schedule it (the continuation C₁ in this case) can be executed on tₘ. The three edges in Figure 2 form a cycle which correctly identifies the deadlock.

This paper presents several new static analyses to achieve the objective of deadlock detection for asynchronous C♯ programs. Constructing a CSG requires explicitly representing all the continuations and calling order between them, and determining the threads a continuation could run on. We extend the operational semantics for asynchronous C♯ programs given by Bierman et al. [24], to track the scheduling of continuations onto threads, and present an algorithm that solves set-based constraints to infer the thread assignments. To construct the DDG, we identify correspondences between blocking and signaling operations, and how their scheduling depends on various threads and continuations.

We have implemented our algorithms in a tool called DeadWait and have used it to detect deadlocks in 11 asynchronous C♯ libraries. These include libraries for asynchronous messaging [5] and cloud data management [12]. DeadWait found 43 previously unknown deadlocks in them. Clients of these libraries may deadlock simply by invoking some library procedures. These are serious bugs that could render the client applications unusable. We reported all the bugs to the library developers, and they have confirmed and fixed them.
fixed 40. Thus, our technique is useful in practice to detect real deadlocks that developers consider worth fixing.

The highlights of this work are as follows:

• We study the semantics and scheduling behavior of async/await based asynchronous programs, and the problem of deadlocks in them.
• We present CSGs, a novel program representation to capture control flow and scheduling of asynchronous programs. The CSG is an extension of the call graphs and can serve as a useful representation for other analysis techniques for asynchronous programs.
• Based on the CSGs, we provide the first deadlock detection technique for asynchronous C\textsuperscript{\#} programs.
• The technique is implemented in a tool and evaluated on 11 libraries. It is effective in practice and found 43 new deadlocks. Developers fixed 40 of them.

2. Program Model

C\textsuperscript{\#} is a full-featured object-oriented language. Bierman et al. give an operational semantics for Asynchronous C\textsuperscript{\#} [24]. We extend the semantics to track the thread on which continuations are scheduled, and use it to define and detect deadlocks. In the interest of space, a formal treatment of our extensions is available in the supplementary document [58], and we provide an informal description here. We focus the discussion on C\textsuperscript{\#}'s asynchrony primitives, but the concepts also apply to other languages that support async/await.

2.1 Asynchrony Primitives

C\textsuperscript{\#} supports asynchrony through several syntactic extensions to its grammar. First, procedures can be declared asynchronous using the async modifier, as shown in the syntactic class \( pd \) in Figure 3. In the production, \( m \) refers to a procedure name, and \( \alpha \pi \) to a list of parameters \( x \) and their types \( \alpha \). This is followed by the procedure body with declarations of the locals \( \beta y \) and the statements \( s \). The return type Task\(<\delta>\) of an asynchronous procedure is used to encapsulate the future result of the procedure. We assume a return type of Task\(<\delta>\) for ease of presentation. Return types Task and void are also permitted, and handled by our implementation. A task is an object of type Task. The task returned by an asynchronous procedure is initially in an incomplete state. It is marked complete when the procedure either fails (throwing an exception) or finishes successfully (producing a value of type \( \delta \)), and does not change the state subsequently. When a task is complete, the exception/value is saved in the \( \text{Result} \) field of the task.

In Figure 1, GetContentsAsync intends to return a byte array. Since it is an asynchronous procedure, it actually returns an object of type Task\(<\text{byte}[]>\) as seen in the procedure declaration. The byte array can be read off using the Result field of this object when the asynchronous call finishes execution. This is what the caller SumPageSizes of

\[
pd ::= \text{async Task}<\delta> m(\alpha \pi) \{ \beta y; s \} \quad \text{(Proc. decl.)}
\]

\[
ae ::= \text{await } t \quad \text{(Await expression)}
\]

\[
te ::= t\cdot\text{get\_Result()} \mid t\cdot\text{Wait()} \quad \text{(Blocking proc.)}
\]

\[
lte ::= t\cdot\text{SetResult}(x) \quad \text{(Modify scheduling)}
\]

\[
lte ::= t\cdot\text{IsCompleted()} \quad \text{(Check completion)}
\]

\[
lte ::= t\cdot\text{ContinueWith}(x,b) \quad \text{(Register callback)}
\]

Figure 3: Syntactic extensions in C\textsuperscript{\#} to support asynchrony.

GetContentsAsync does at line 25 on the task object cTask returned by GetContentsAsync.

The await operation is the second syntactic extension in C\textsuperscript{\#} to facilitate asynchronous programming. A procedure can asynchronously wait for the completion of a task (returned to it by another procedure) using the await operation following the syntactic class \( ae \) in Figure 3. The await instructions may only be placed within asynchronous procedures, that is, procedures declared as async. If a procedure \( m \) has an await \( t \) statement, we say \( m \) awaits \( t \).

C\textsuperscript{\#} supports some expressions, identified by the syntactic class \( te \) in Figure 3, on task objects. For a task object \( t \).t.get\_Result() is equivalent to the field access t.Result. Another procedure in the syntactic class \( te \) is t.Wait(). Both of these are examples of procedures that block the calling thread until the task \( t \) completes. We refer to them as blocking procedures. Developers may exploit parallelism by scheduling a continuation that does not make invalid cross thread accesses on a thread-pool thread. They can do this by overriding the default scheduling scheme using ConfigureAwait(false). Awaiting a task \( t \) as “await t.ConfigureAwait(false)” results in the continuations associated with the await being scheduled on a thread-pool thread. For example, invoking this procedure on copyTask at line 14 in Figure 1 results in scheduling of the continuation \( \text{C}_2 \) in Figure 1 on a thread-pool thread.

Apart from these basic operations, developers use asynchronous procedures from the C\textsuperscript{\#} libraries such as the asynchronous I/O procedures and task related procedures from the Task Parallel Library (TPL) [50]. We explain how we model them in Section 5.2. While developers predominantly use the async/await primitives at present, the program representations and analyses we propose in this paper may also be useful for legacy code that uses earlier asynchronous programming models [1, 2].

2.2 Explicating Asynchronous Control Flow

We present certain low-level primitives, given by the syntactic class \( lte \) in Figure 3, over task objects and then use them to explicate control flow of asynchronous C\textsuperscript{\#} programs.

Low-level Primitives The completion state of a task cannot be modified directly. Instead, C\textsuperscript{\#} provides wrappers around
Rewriting Async Procedures to State Machines

The asynchrony primitives, async/await, are at a higher level of abstraction. In order to analyze control flow within an asynchronous procedure precisely, we provide syntactic rewrite rules to implement async/await using the low-level primitives discussed above. Our subsequent analyses operate on the rewritten code. The rewrite rules are shown in Figure 4. They mimic the C\textsuperscript{5} 5.0 compiler transformations, that are being adopted by C++ [39] and Scala [40]. We omit some details about exception handling for brevity.

For each asynchronous procedure \(m\), we create a new class \(C_m\) with two special fields state and task, and a new procedure \(\hat{m}\). The overall strategy is to move the code in \(m\) to \(\hat{m}\), and organize \(\hat{m}\) as a state machine. We call \(\hat{m}\) a state machine procedure. The state of \(\hat{m}\) is maintained in the field state and the field task refers to the task object that \(m\) returns to its caller. An await (with corresponding continuation \(C\)) is rewritten to cause \(\hat{m}\) to update its state, and then register \(\hat{m}\) itself as a callback. When the callback is invoked, \(\hat{m}\) jumps to the state corresponding to continuation \(C\) and executes the code corresponding to \(C\).

The rewrite rules in Figure 4 are applied to the parse tree of \(m\) in a bottom-up and left-to-right manner. A rewrite rule \(R\) is of the form \{pre\} \(A \Rightarrow B\). It is applied if the statement rooted at a subtree matches pattern \(A\). The subtree is then rewritten to statements matching pattern \(B\). pre is a sequence of actions to be executed before performing the rewrite. If a rule does not require any actions, we simply use \(A \Rightarrow B\). The actions are defined over the following action variables: \(S\) tracks the next state of the state machine and \(L\) is a label to identify different code locations that can be reached asynchronously. The function Label maps a state to a unique label. The action variables can be referred to in \(B\) by prefixing them with \(S\) sign.

The rule \([R\text{-}First]\) is applied to the first statement \(s\) in \(m\). It initializes the action variable \(S\) and attaches a label \(L\) corresponding to the initial state to statement \(s\). The rule \([R\text{-}Return]\) rewrites a return statement \(return\ v\) to a statement task.\(\operatorname{SetResult}(v)\) to signal completion of the task object task, followed by a return statement.

We use the rewrite rule \([R\text{-}Await-P]\) to desugar the await operation. We assume that all occurrences of await are in statements of the form \(x = \text{await} t\). Before triggering the rule, \(\text{pre}\) actions increment action variable \(S\), and generate a fresh label \(L\) corresponding to it. If the task being awaited is already complete, we can simply retrieve the corresponding result by invoking the get_result procedure on it. Therefore, the re-written code first tests for \(t\)'s completion using IsCompleted (line 1), and retrieves its result if it is completed (line 6). Line 6 is assigned the label \(L\) because when the task \(t\) completes, the control must resume from \(L\). If it is incomplete, the code at lines 2–4 should execute, assigning the value of \(S\) to state, and registering \(\hat{m}\) as a

---

Figure 4: Rewrite rules to explicate control flow of asynchronous procedures.
callback using the ContinueWith procedure of t. The rule [R-Await-D] is similar, except that it encodes the semantics of ConfigureAwait(false) by calling ContinueWith with the second argument set to false. This results in the callback to m being scheduled on the thread-pool.

Finally, the rule [R-Async-Proc] generates the class Cm and the state machine procedure m for the asynchronous procedure m. Since m will be invoked repeatedly as a callback, all the parameters αx and locals βy of m are lifted as fields of Cm, as shown at line 1. In addition, the fields state and task described earlier are also declared. The state machine procedure m contains the switch-case statement, referred to as $SC$, followed by the statements $s$ obtained from m by applying the rewrite rules. The switch-case statement $SC$ is generated using the mapping between $S$ and the associated labels in the action part of the rule. The asynchronous procedure m is rewritten to create an instance sm of Cm and initialize the fields corresponding to the input arguments $αx$ and locals $βx$ (line 3). It also creates the task object sm.task and initializes the state sm.state of the state machine object to 1. It then synchronously invokes sm.m and returns the task object sm.task to its caller.

Let us examine how the rewritten code captures m’s control flow correctly. The first time an asynchronous procedure is invoked, execution proceeds synchronously until the first await and then returns a fresh incomplete task to its caller. Therefore, notice that the original body of m is replaced by code to allocate a fresh C_m object sm, initialize its fields, and invoke sm.m synchronously. In turn, sm.m will execute from m’s first statement until it reaches the first (desugared) await t. If the task t is not yet complete, it will update sm.state, register itself as a continuation with t, and return (lines 2–4 of [R-Await-P]). Once sm.m returns, m will return a task object sm.task, on which the caller can wait/await. The next time sm.m is called-back on completion of t, the switch-case statement transfers control to the correct location to execute the required continuation. Eventually, when a callback to sm.m reaches the code generated by [R-Return], the result v will be stored in sm.task using the signaling procedure SetResult. This results in unblocking of wait operations and scheduling of continuations associated with await operations on sm.task.

### 2.3 Scheduling Scheme and Deadlocks

The thread on which a callback resumes depends on whether the await it corresponds to is configured. In the default case, the callback is scheduled on the same thread as the thread that registered it using the ContinueWith method. Alternatively, calling ConfigureAwait(false) on a task, as is done at line 14 in Figure 1 for copyTask, results in application of [R-Await-D] in Figure 4. The rule generates t.ContinueWith(m, false), that schedules the callback m on a thread-pool thread. A few other variants to determine the scheduling behavior are possible but it is beyond the scope of this paper to delve into them.

Real-world applications are large, and contain a maze of blocking and non-blocking (asynchronous) operations. It is non-trivial to get a clear view of the underlying scheduling choices, raising the possibility of deadlocks. A set of threads D is said to deadlock when each thread in D is blocked and the operation it depends on for unblocking may only run in the future on a blocked thread in D.

### 3. Continuation Scheduling Graph

A call graph is a fundamental data structure used by many types of program analyses. The procedures in a program are the nodes of the call graph and the synchronous control flow between them is represented by directed edges. For an accurate representation of control flow in asynchronous programs, we also need to represent continuations and their scheduling by signaling procedures. Therefore, we introduce a novel representation for asynchronous programs, called the continuation scheduling graph.

#### 3.1 State Machine Model of Asynchronous Procedures

As discussed in Section 2.2, an asynchronous procedure m containing await statements is re-written into a state machine procedure m that does not contain await. Let $V_m$ be the set of variables of m with state $s$ as a distinguished variable representing the discrete states that it can be in. When a continuation is registered, by default, the current scheduling context is preserved. That is, the continuation will run on the same thread it is registered from. An exception is when the thread is a thread-pool thread, in which case, the continuation may run on an arbitrary thread from the thread-pool. The developer can choose to drop the context using ConfigureAwait(false). We represent the two cases with labels ‘p’ and ‘d’ respectively. Let $L = \{p, d\}$.

**Definition 1.** The state machine model of an asynchronous procedure m is a tuple $(S_m, init_m, State_m, Δ_m)$, where

- $S_m$ is a finite set of states representing the discrete values that the variable state $∈ V_m$ can take.
- $init_m ∈ S_m$ denotes the initial state.
- $State_m : I_m → P(S_m)$ maps each instruction $i ∈ I_m$ in m to the set of states it belongs to.
- $Δ_m ⊆ S_m × S_m × L × V_m$ denotes the labeled transition relation of the state machine. $(s, s', p, v) ∈ Δ_m$ if s registers a continuation corresponding to code in the state s' on a task v, requiring it to schedule the continuation on the same thread as s up on completion of v. Analogously, $(s, s', d, v) ∈ Δ_m$ but the continuation corresponding to s' is to be scheduled on a thread-pool thread. If s is scheduled on the thread-pool then s' is scheduled on an arbitrary thread of the thread-pool, irrespective of the transition label. In either case, if the task v is already complete at the time of registering the continuation state s' then the control flows sequentially from s to s'.


The await statements may occur within conditionals and loops in the source code. This results in complicated control flow where an instruction may appear in more than one state. Our state machine model allows this. The map $\hat{m}$ assigns a set of states to each instruction.

### 3.2 Control Flow of Asynchronous Programs

An asynchronous program $P$ has synchronous as well as asynchronous procedures. We now present an analogue of call graphs for asynchronous programs called the continuation scheduling graph. In addition to the control flow, it also represents the threads that a procedure or continuation may get scheduled on. In the definition below, we use $\cup$ for disjoint union. Let $V_P$ be the set of variables of state machine procedures corresponding to all asynchronous procedures in $P$. Let $T$ be a finite set of thread-ids which abstractly represents the threads used in $P$. Let $L = \{p, d\}$ as before.

**Definition 2.** The continuation scheduling graph (CSG) for an asynchronous program $P$ is a directed graph $G = (N, E, \zeta)$. The set of nodes is $N = N_1 \cup N_2$ where $N_1$ represents synchronous procedures in $P$, and $N_2$ is the union of the set of states of the state machine models of asynchronous procedures in $P$. We assume that the states of any two state machine procedures are distinct from each other. The set of edges is $E = E_1 \cup E_2 \cup E_3$ where

- $E_1 \subseteq N \times N$ is the set of synchronous call edges. These edges are depicted using $\to$.
- $E_2 \subseteq N \times N_2$ is the set of callback edges. A callback edge connects a node $n \in N$ to a state $s \in N_2$ denoting a continuation $c'$, if $n$ contains a statement that may call back $c'$. These edges are depicted using $\leftarrow$.
- $E_3 \subseteq N_2 \times N_2 \times L \times V_P$ is the set of state machine transitions for all asynchronous procedures in $P$. These edges are depicted using $\leftrightarrow$.

Finally, the map $\zeta : N \to \mathcal{P}(T)$ maps each node to the set of threads it may be scheduled on.

The state machine procedure of GetContentsAsync from Figure 1 consists of three states - one each for the initial code fragment, and continuations $C_1$ and $C_2$. Let us call them Initial, Responded andCopied. Figure 5 shows the CSG for the program in Figure 1. While the graph encodes all the information contained in a traditional call graph using the edges depicted by $\to$, we point out two major differences. First, there is no node corresponding to $\hat{m}$, the state machine procedure corresponding to GetContentsAsync; it is instead replaced by the corresponding state machine model (shown in the dashed rectangle). The incoming and outgoing edges of $\hat{m}$ are mapped to appropriate states of its state machine. For example, the incoming edge from GetContentsAsync goes to the Initial state. Second, the edges depicted by $\to$, absent in call graphs, encode asynchronous control flow. For example, the edge from CopyToAsync to the Copied state of GetContentsAsync's state machine captures the fact that the latter will be scheduled when the former completes.

The nodes in Figure 5 are tagged with the threads on which they may run. Let us assume that the root node (SumPageSizes in Figure 5) runs on the main thread, $t_m$. All nodes reachable from it through synchronous call edges must run on the same thread. An asynchronously reachable node may resume on another thread at a later point, depending on the scheduling choice made. For example, the callback corresponding to the Copied state would resume on a thread-pool thread because the code that registered it directed the compiler to drop the context. Therefore, it is tagged using $t_p$, representing an arbitrary thread-pool thread.

We also tag continuations with the thread that the predecessor state ran on, because control could flow synchronously in the case that the awaited task is already complete. Hence, we tag the Copied state with $t_m$ as well.

### 4. Static Analysis

We describe the static analysis to detect deadlocks in asynchronous C# programs in this section. We consider an asynchronous program $P$ containing procedures $M$ and instructions $I$. We assume that $P$ has a main procedure which is synchronous. Let $M_{as}$ and $M_{sm}$ respectively be the sets of asynchronous procedures and corresponding state machine procedures generated as per Section 2.2.

#### 4.1 Call Graph and Points-to Relation

As the first step, we compute the call graph and may points-to information for the program $P$. At each call-site, the call graph identifies a static over-approximation of the set of target procedures that can be called at runtime. The desugaring of async/await, explained in Section 2.2, results in code which uses higher-order functions that take delegates as arguments. For example, in the rewrite rule [R-Await-P] in Figure 4, ContinueWith is a higher-order function that takes
a delegate corresponding to $\hat{m}$ as the first argument. Madhavan et al. [53] present a modular heap analysis for C♯ programs that handles higher-order functions and delegates. It performs a bottom-up computation of procedure summaries. To be sound in the presence of multi-threading and asynchronous procedures, we use the flow-insensitive version of the analysis. We refer the reader to [53] for more details. Once the bottom-up analysis is complete, we perform a top-down analysis to compute the may points-to information.

For greater precision, we use a finite set of call contexts $C$ and qualify local variables of procedures using them. To disambiguate abstract heap objects allocated at the same allocation site, we use a finite set of heap contexts $HC$. Formally, a call graph is $CG : I \times M \times C \rightarrow \mathbb{P}(M \times C)$. A tuple $(i, m, c, m', c') \in CG$ says that in call context $c$, instruction $i$ in procedure $m$ can call procedure $m'$ with call context $c'$. The points-to relation $PointsTo : V \times C \rightarrow \mathbb{P}(H \times HC)$ maps local variables $v \in V$ in context $c \in C$ to their may-point-to sets. An element in a may-points-to set is a pair $(o, hc)$, with $o \in H$ standing for an abstract heap object (allocation site), and $hc \in HC$ for a heap context. We describe the configurations used for computing the call/heap context in our experiments in Section 5.1.

We use $[]$ to stand for the empty context, and _ for a don’t care value. We define $MayAlias(x, c, y, c') \equiv \exists o, hc. (o, hc) \in PointsTo(x, c) \cap PointsTo(y, c')$. The function $Proc$ returns the procedure containing instruction $i$, and the function $Receiver$ returns the receiver variable for the call instruction $i$. Let $This(m)$ return the “this” variable for procedure $m$.

### 4.2 Extracting State Machines

Let $\hat{m} \in M_{\alpha_{\hat{m}}}$ be the state machine procedure for an asynchronous procedure $m \in M_{\alpha}$. We analyze $\hat{m}$ and extract the state machine model $(S_{\hat{m}}, init_{\hat{m}}, State_{\hat{m}}, \Delta_{\hat{m}})$ as defined in Definition 1. As described in Section 2.2, we use a distinguished, discrete-valued variable state to denote the state that $\hat{m}$ is in. The set of states $S_{\hat{m}}$ is same as this set of discrete values. The initial state $init_{\hat{m}}$ is given by the value assigned to the state variable in the state machine initialization code in the corresponding asynchronous procedure (see, for example, line 3 in the rule [R-Async-Proc] in Figure 4).

To determine instructions belonging to each state, we perform an intra-procedural, path-sensitive dataflow analysis. The set of dataflow facts is the powerset of the set of states $S_{\hat{m}}$ of the state machine. The assignments to the state variable and conditions involving it, update the dataflow facts in a straightforward manner.

To faithfully model the asynchronous control flow, we give special treatment to the code fragment that checks whether the task to be awaited is already complete (using IsCompleted) and if not, registers a continuation as a callback (using ContinueWith). Line 1 of rule [R-Await-P] in Figure 4 is an example of such a code fragment. In the true branch, (i) the state variable is updated and then (ii) the continuation is registered. The instruction (i) must precede the instruction (ii) at runtime to ensure that a proper state is set before the callback is registered (and scheduled). For the purposes of analysis, we interchange the positions of statements (i) and (ii). This allows us to compute the right set of states to which instruction (ii) belongs. If the task to be awaited is already complete, the control falls through to the next state. For analysis, we explicitly add an else branch which updates the state variable to the successor state.

The transition relation $\Delta_{\hat{m}}$ between states is computed using the instruction-to-states map $State_{\hat{m}}$. First, the analysis identifies the instructions that register continuations via the ContinueWith procedure. Let $i$ be such an instruction which registers a continuation on a receiver variable $v$. As discussed in the previous paragraph, the instruction $i$ will be immediately followed by an assignment $j$ to the state variable to set the target state for the callback. Let $A$ be the dataflow fact after $j$. The analysis adds the transitions $\{(s, s', l, v) : s \in State_{\hat{m}}(i) \land s' \in A\}$ to $\Delta_{\hat{m}}$. The label $l$ can be determined directly by checking the second argument of ContinueWith, as discussed in Section 2.3.

### 4.3 CSG Construction

Since the call graph $CG$ constructed in Section 4.1 does not model asynchronous control flow, we construct the continuation scheduling graph (CSG). Recall that a CSG is $G = (N_1 \cup N_2, E_1 \cup E_2 \cup E_3, \zeta)$ as defined in Definition 2. Similar to the call graph, we augment nodes of the CSG with call contexts. Figure 6 gives the rules to construct the CSG. We explain them step-by-step below.

**Embedding State Machines** Rules R1-R4 are applied to each state machine procedure in each call context it appears in. Let $(\hat{m}, c)$ be a state machine procedure in a call context $c$. Let $(i, m', c', \hat{m}, c)$ be an incoming edge to it. The rule R1 (in Figure 6) adds a synchronous call edge from $(m', c')$ to $(init_{\hat{m}}, c)$ to the set $E_1$ of the CSG. Let $(i, \hat{m}, c, m', c')$ be an outgoing edge from $(\hat{m}, c)$ such that the call instruction $i$ belongs to a state $s$ of the state machine of $\hat{m}$. The rule R2 adds a synchronous call edge from $(s, c)$ to $(m', c')$ to the set $E_1$. The rule R3 adds an edge from $(s, c)$ to $(s', c)$ tagged with a label $l$ and variable $v$ to the set $E_3$ of the CSG if $(s, s', l, v)$ is a transition in the state machine of $\hat{m}$.

The callback edges are represented by the set $E_2$ of the CSG. An edge $(s, s', l, v)$ in the state machine of $\hat{m}$ means that $s$ has registered a callback on a task object $t$ pointed to by variable $v$ and the callback will schedule the continuation represented by the state $s'$ according to the label $l$. In order to identify callback edges coming into $(s', c)$, we find the signaling procedures that may signal completion of the task $t$. Let $i$ be a call to a signaling procedure such that the receiver object $Receiver(i)$ in a context $c'$ may alias with $(v, c)$. Let $\hat{m}'$ and $s'$ be the state machine procedure and its state to which $i$ belongs. The rule R4 adds a callback edge from $(s', c)$ to $(s', c)$ to the set $E_2$. 
Mapping Nodes to Threads  
After removing unreachable nodes, let \( N = N_1 \cup N_2 \) be the nodes of the CSG, and \( T \) be a finite set of thread-ids which abstractly represent the threads in the program. We now construct the map \( \zeta \) which assigns the set of abstract threads to each node. If \( \zeta(n) = A \) then \( n \) may be scheduled on the threads in \( A \).

A thread is abstracted by the node in the CSG that represents its start method. We use \( m_{\text{start}} \) to denote methods that begin threads, such as Thread::Start. We set \( \eta((\text{Main}, [])) \) to \( \{t_m\} \). Other nodes with thread start methods are tagged using a fresh thread identifier from \( \{t_1, \ldots, t_k\} \) (Eq. 1, Figure 6) where \( k \) is the number of such nodes in the CSG. We abstract the thread-pool threads by a distinct thread-id \( t_p \). Once this initialization is performed, the rules in Eq. (2) – Eq. (4) are applied iteratively until a fixed point is reached. All synchronous callees \( \{m', c\} \) of a caller \( \{m, c\} \) will execute on the same thread as \( \{m, c\} \) (Eq. 2).

The thread on which a callback \( \{s', c\} \) executes depends on how it was registered by its predecessor state \( \{s, c\} \); it can either be scheduled to preserve the original thread (Eq. 3) or to execute on the thread-pool (Eq. 4). In the latter case, the continuation could still execute on the original thread in the case that the awaited task was already complete when the await statement ran. Therefore, \( \eta(s', c) \) must be a superset of the union of \( \eta(s, c) \) and the singleton set \( \{t_p\} \) denoting the thread-pool threads.

Soundness  
Using a sound points-to analysis, we track all call sites to signaling procedures whose receiver may alias with the receiver of a call to ContinueWith generated while desugaring an await. The rule R4 of Figure 6 then adds the required callback edges to the CSG. Thus, we do not miss asynchronous control flow arising out of suspending at an await. The synchronous calls are over-approximated using a sound call graph construction algorithm. Further, the algorithm in Section 4.2 identifies the state machine transitions soundly. By induction on the length of paths from a root of the CSG to a node \( n \), we can show that \( \zeta \) identifies the set of threads that \( n \) may be scheduled on.

### 4.4 Deadlock Detection

To detect deadlocks in an asynchronous program, we identify the scheduling dependencies between blocking and signaling procedures of the program. We define the deadlock detection graph for this purpose.

**Definition 3.** The deadlock detection graph (DDG) for an asynchronous program \( P \) is a directed graph \( G = (X, E) \). The nodes \( X \) represent the abstract thread-ids, and blocking and signaling procedures in the CSG of \( P \). An edge in \( E \) is of one of the following forms:

- An edge from a thread \( t_i \) to a blocking procedure \( \{m_b, c_b\} \) indicating that \( t_i \) may be blocked on \( \{m_b, c_b\} \).
- An edge from a blocking procedure \( \{m_b, c_b\} \) to a signaling procedure \( \{m_s, c_s\} \) indicating that \( \{m_s, c_s\} \) may be signaled by \( \{m_b, c_b\} \).
- An edge from a signaling procedure \( \{m_s, c_s\} \) to a thread \( t_i \) indicating that \( \{m_s, c_s\} \) may be scheduled on \( t_i \) or depends on a continuation that may be scheduled on \( t_i \).
Our analysis constructs the DDG using the CSG and points-to information. The edges of the DDG are computed as the smallest set obtained by applying the rules in Figure 7. The rule D1 (in Figure 7) says that if a blocking method \((m_b, c_b)\) could run on a thread \(t_i\) according to the node-to-threads map \(\zeta\) of the CSG, then we add the edge \(\langle t_i, (m_b, c_b) \rangle\) to the set \(E\) of the DDG. The rule D2 adds an edge from a node \((m_s, c_s)\) representing a blocking procedure, to a node \((m_a, c_a)\) representing a signaling procedure if their this variables may alias in the respective contexts.

We add an edge from a signaling procedure \((m_s, c_s)\) to a thread \(t_i\) if the procedure may be scheduled on \(t_i\). In general, there can be a chain of continuations that have to be represented in the DDG, no cycle involving \(t\).

We now discuss the effect of the filtering techniques on soundness: (i) Let \(t_i\) be a thread such that \(t_i \in \zeta_{\star}(s, c')\). Let \((m_s, c_s)\) be a signaling procedure such that \((s, c') \rightsquivalence (m_s, c_s)\). As \((s, c')\) would already have executed synchronously on \(t_i\), the scheduling of \((m_s, c_s)\) does not depend on that of \((s, c')\) and cannot be a cause for a deadlock.

Our filtering technique therefore does not add an edge from \((m_s, c_s)\) to \(t_i\). (ii) In theory, deadlocks involving the abstract thread-pool thread \(t_p\) are possible and filtering such cycles may result in false negatives. However, in practice, they are unlikely because the thread-pool can grow dynamically in \(C^5\). (iii) Suppose \(op\) is a call to a blocking procedure inserted by the compiler. When \(op\) is reached synchronously, the task \(t\) must have completed in the predecessor state as confirmed by the conditional check IsCompleted on \(t\). If \(op\) is reached asynchronously, then \(t\) must have completed for the corresponding continuation to be scheduled. In other words, by construction, the compiler-generated blocking operations and the matching signaling operations are related by a must-happen-before relation. Therefore, our third filtering mechanism is sound.

5. Implementation

5.1 Deadlock Detection Tool

We have implemented our analysis in a tool called Dead-Wait, written in \(C^5\) using the Microsoft Phoenix compiler framework. Our analysis requires a call graph and points-to relation as input. At present, we adapt an existing bottom-up heap analysis, Seal [53], to compute them. In a pre-processing pass, we renamed overloaded generic procedures in our benchmarks to overcome a limitation of Seal that it does not distinguish between generic overloads. Using Seal, we pre-computed summaries for a subset of namespaces exported by the .NET framework DLLs mscorlib, System and System.Core, that supply the functionality commonly used by \(C^5\) programs. These DLLs were analyzed once, and the summaries were reused for all our benchmarks. We then configured Seal to be flow-insensitive, and to use unbounded call-strings (that could be as long as the longest acyclic path in the call graph) as heap contexts, and obtained procedure summaries and a call graph for each benchmark program. We implemented a top-down pass within Seal to compute the may points-to relation. We used call-strings of length 1 as call contexts for procedures making indirect calls, for example via delegates, in the top-down pass. Owing to limitations of Seal, we currently analyze asynchronous \(C^5\) libraries exercised by single threaded clients.
Our deadlock reports consist of threads, and blocking and signaling procedures involved in cycles in the DDG. DeadWait can be configured to output the shortest CSG paths from the start procedures of threads to the blocking and signaling procedures involved in the deadlock as a debugging aid. DeadWait also supports visualization of CSGs.

5.2 Modeling of Framework Procedures

For our experiments, we considered Task::get_Result and Task::Wait as blocking procedures, and SetResult of AsyncVoidMethodBuilder and AsyncTaskMethodBuilder classes, along with their generic counterparts, as signaling procedures. None of our benchmarks used legacy asynchronous programming models [1, 2], and our implementation does not aim to handle them. To make our technique applicable to modern C♯ code that uses async/await, we model asynchronous framework procedures, and some constructs from the Task Parallel Library (TPL) [50] as follows.

Asyncronous Framework Procedures The .NET framework exposes procedures for asynchronous I/O, network operations, etc. These are written carefully so that their continuations resume on thread-pool threads. Blocking on the result of these procedures could deadlock only if the thread-pool gets exhausted. We do not analyze these procedures, and use stubs that simply return fresh tasks. In the CSG, we model these procedures using state machines with a single state calling a signaling procedure on the returned task.

TPL Procedures The .NET framework exposes TPL to introduce parallelism into C♯ programs. TPL exports the Task type used to represent future results of asynchronous procedures. We model Task::Run in a manner similar to our modeling of framework asynchronous procedures described earlier. We handle Task::ContinueWith using a rule similar to the rule R4 shown in Figure 6. Our modeling can be extended to TPL procedures such as Task::WhenAll that accept a list of tasks as an argument.

6. Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Results

Benchmark Selection and Clients Of the Microsoft Azure Github repositories [11] that used asynchrony primitives, and had blocking operations on tasks reachable via public APIs, we picked the three most popular as candidates for evaluation. We excluded sample and test code from consideration. The selected repositories are azure-sdk-for-net [7], autorest [6] and dotnetty [10]. The azure-sdk-for-net repository had more than 40 different projects. We picked projects dealing with authentication and cloud storage from among these. We also picked Microsoft Azure’s amqpnetlite [5], a popular library to interface with Twitter [4], a commercial accounting software [9] and a number-tracking API [14].

Our focus was to find deadlocks in libraries as these can affect multiple client programs. For each library, we systematically wrote clients to reach APIs that called blocking procedures on the result of asynchronous procedures of the library. Our clients reached the blocking procedures, although they might not have reached every asynchronous procedure in the library. The clients did not require very precise initialization routines, or specific concrete values, and were easy to write. We note that analyzing existing client programs may reveal deadlocks in client code, but may miss some deadlocks in libraries unless they call the problematic APIs. Although we wrote clients for each library manually, they could potentially be constructed automatically [55].

We list some of the characteristics of our benchmarks in Table 1. The SLOC column shows the number of lines of source code (SLOC) analyzed in the bottom up pass of Seal. In three cases, Seal timed out on the full library (with a time-out of 60 min). We therefore restricted the analysis to only the namespaces imported by our clients. We indicate these partially analyzed benchmarks using “(p)” against the benchmark name. The SLOC counts are for only these namespaces. The other columns show the number of classes and procedures, and the number of asynchronous procedures analyzed. The sizes of the clients we wrote are listed under “Client SLOC”. The one-time summary computation for the framework DLLs analyzed 45–46 procedures, and their sizes are not counted as part of the SLOC column in Table 1.

Timing and Results We ran our experiments using a virtual machine running Windows 10, on an Intel i5 CPU with 4 cores clocked at 3.2GHz, with 10GB of RAM. Both Seal and DeadWait use only a single core, and at most 4GB of memory. Seal took a total of 27 minutes for the one-time analysis of framework DLLs. Computing the call graphs and points-to relations, followed by CSG and DDG construction, and deadlock detection and reporting took 20 min on average, taking at least 2 min and at most 57 min.

We summarize the results of our experiments in Table 2. The “Reports before filtering” column gives the number of deadlocks reported by DeadWait without using any filtering techniques (see Section 4.4). The “Reports after filtering” column indicates the number of deadlocks reported after applying the filtering techniques. In total, DeadWait reported 66 deadlocks for the 11 benchmarks. In the case of dinero, 22 deadlocks were reported by DeadWait, but they were symptomatic of only 3 underlying (real) bugs. Thus, DeadWait reported 47 unique potential bugs.

To confirm the bugs, we reproduced the deadlocks wherever possible. Some of our benchmarks were libraries to interact with cloud services, and we did not possess credentials to drive their clients. In such cases, we validated them by manual inspection. All the real deadlocks found were previously unknown. The “Bugs” column reports the number of
Effectiveness of Filtering

The filtering techniques, discussed in Section 4.4, were quite effective, pruning 94 bugs with few false positives, we configured Seal to be precise. The heap contexts used were unbounded, and this was another factor contributing to the low false positive rate. However, this makes the analysis expensive and Seal originally timed out in the case of amqpnetlite, sharefile-NET and storage. For them, we only analyzed those benchmark namespaces our clients referred to. In spite of this, DeadWait found real deadlocks in both amqpnetlite and sharefile-NET.

**Deadlocks and Fixes**  The developers of amqpnetlite and o365rwsclient configured await statements so that the signaling procedures we flagged as problematic would run on the thread-pool. Other strategies to fix deadlocks were adopted in the remaining cases. The developers of dinero and tweetinvi undertook a significant rewriting of many procedures. For example, the developer of tweetinvi used the Task::Run method to ensure that signaling procedures would not depend on blocked threads. Since almost all the synchronous APIs of hbase-sdk-for-net were susceptible to deadlocks, they have now been removed.

**Soundness**  We inherit the limitations of Seal [53] and do not handle reflection, and calls to native and GUI libraries soundly. Seal does not analyze all framework namespaces fully. For example, it uses stubs for native procedures. Another potential source of unsoundness is that for 3 of the 11 benchmarks (marked by “(p)” in Table 1), we only analyze those benchmark namespaces our clients refer to. Unanalyzed procedures do not affect the input heap in Seal, and they may cause DeadWait to miss deadlocks that depend on specific heap configurations set up by such procedures. Our modeling of framework asynchronous procedures assumes that continuations on these procedures will only resume on the thread-pool. We may miss deadlocks if this assumption is violated, or a client could block all thread-pool threads.

### 6.2 Future Tool Extensions

It would be interesting to explore other points in the design space, trading precision for scalability, using techniques such as the adaptive k-sensitive may-alias analysis [56]. In our implementation, we have assumed that only Task objects can be awaited. However, C# supports awaiting any

---

**Table 1: Benchmarks analyzed for deadlocks.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>Client SLOC</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Procs</th>
<th>Async Procs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amqpnetlite (p)</td>
<td>Async messaging protocol</td>
<td>7620</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authentication</td>
<td>Authentication module (azure-sdk-for-net)</td>
<td>8294</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autorest.core</td>
<td>RESTful web services generator</td>
<td>7617</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>1645</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dinero</td>
<td>Commercial accounting program SDK</td>
<td>1593</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dotnetty</td>
<td>Event-driven asynchronous network app framework</td>
<td>19418</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>2635</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hbase-sdk-for-net</td>
<td>Microsoft HBase client library to manage cloud data</td>
<td>2884</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numerous-app</td>
<td>.NET API for number tracking app</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o365rwsclient</td>
<td>API for Microsoft Office reporting web service</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharefile-NET (p)</td>
<td>Citrix file sharing service API</td>
<td>1653</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage (p)</td>
<td>Manage Azure storage services (azure-sdk-for-net)</td>
<td>5487</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tweetinvi</td>
<td>Library to access Twitter REST API</td>
<td>30267</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td>8485</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>87773</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>17422</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Summary of the experimental results.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Time (m)</th>
<th>Reports before filtering</th>
<th>Reports after filtering</th>
<th>Bugs</th>
<th>Dev. fixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amqpnetlite</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authentication</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autorest.core</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dinero</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22 (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dotnetty</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hbase-sdk-for-net</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numerous-app</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o365rwsclient</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharefile-NET</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tweetinvi</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>215</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>66 (47)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
object that implements a particular framework defined interface [24]. We plan to relax this assumption in the future, and handle more TPL constructs. The .NET framework for certain domains, such as ASP.NET for web apps, uses sophisticated schedulers. Their use can influence the threads on which continuations run, in ways not captured by our program model. Handling them is promising future work.

7. Related Work

Asynchronous Programming Language support for asynchrony in C++ [39], Dart [26], ECMAScript [13], F♯ [61], PHP [16], Python [59] and Scala [40] uses some form of the Future [41, 52] type. Objects of this type are used to represent the future result of asynchronous computations. While C++, C♯, PHP and Scala also allow synchronous blocking on the result (e.g., using Task::Wait in C♯), the other languages only permit registering callbacks with the objects of this type at present. The callbacks accept the future result as a parameter. Typically, registration of distinct callbacks on successful or exceptional completion are supported.

P [32] and P♯ [30] support state machine modeling to write asynchronous event driven code, and provide runtime support for systematic testing. Other work [22, 36, 37, 44, 60] considers programs where procedures can make explicitly tagged asynchronous calls, that return immediately, and addresses dataflow analysis or verification of such programs. Kahlou et al. [49] propose a static analysis for event-driven C programs with event handlers represented by function pointers, to detect race conditions. Madsen et al. [54] represent single-threaded asynchronous JavaScript applications using event-based call graphs and use them to find bugs in event handling. Similar to CSGs, the event-based call graphs are more expressive than traditional call graphs, tracking, for example, the registration and raising of events. However, we work with implicitly registered callbacks rather than explicitly registered events, and model asynchronous procedures, that are not atomic and can suspend, using state machines. Moreover, our work is targeted at deadlock detection.

Blocking on Futures de Boer et al. [29] identify the potential for deadlock when combining blocking and non-blocking mechanisms to access futures, and model deadlock detection as a reachability problem in Petri nets. Deco [35] addresses the same problem by using alias analysis to construct a dependency graph. Cycles in this graph represent deadlocks, and infeasible cycles are pruned using a may-happen-in-parallel analysis [20]. While the cause of deadlock in our case is similar, Deco targets research languages that combine actors and object oriented features [45, 46]. In the concurrency model considered by [20, 35], a group of objects is associated with a processor, and scheduling tasks onto objects is syntactically explicit in source code. Once scheduled onto an object, a task never migrates, even if it suspends multiple times. Objects cannot directly access fields of other objects, and assignment between task variables is not permitted. These restrictions are absent in asynchronous C♯ programs we handle.

Deadlock Detection There is a rich body of work on deadlock detection for multi-threaded programs, using model checkers [28, 31, 38], dynamic analysis [23, 27, 34, 42, 47], static analysis [25, 33, 48, 56, 64], combinations of static and dynamic analysis [18, 19] and runtime monitors [21, 43, 51]. Our work is most closely related to the work of Naik et al. on static deadlock detection [56] and race detection [55] for Java. The former uses a combined points-to and call graph analysis to identify pairs of threads and lock acquisition statements that may deadlock. Our work also relies on call graphs and points-to analysis to identify candidate deadlocks. However, their approach [56] focuses on deadlocks that arise in multi-threaded programs due to circular dependencies in lock acquisition.

Okur et al. [57] design a refactoring tool to convert callback-based asynchronous code to use async/await. In addition, they find and correct likely misuses of async/await. They do not aim to detect real deadlocks; rather, they attempt to preemptively correct potential deadlocks. The correction they suggest is to use ConfigureAwait(false) to force the continuations to run on thread-pool threads, and thus reduce the chances for a deadlock. However, the suggested correction is only applicable in cases where the continuation does not perform thread-unsafe accesses. Their heuristics to detect thread-safety are limited to UI objects, and are based on pattern matching. In contrast, we do whole program analysis to detect deadlocks.

8. Conclusions

Asynchronous programming, through the use of modern async/await primitives, is seeing widespread adoption. In this paper, we study the problem of deadlocks in asynchronous C♯ programs, and present the first deadlock detection technique for them. Towards this, we model the mixed synchronous and asynchronous control flow using the continuation scheduling graph. We identify deadlocks by analyzing the inter-dependence between blocking and signaling procedures, and the threads they may execute on. We believe that CSGs can serve as a useful representation for other program analyses of asynchronous programs.

We implemented our static analysis in a tool called DeadWait. Using DeadWait, we analyzed 11 asynchronous C♯ libraries, finding 43 deadlocks, of which developers fixed 40. This provides a practical validation of existence of deadlocks in asynchronous programs, and the utility of DeadWait in finding them. We have outlined possible extensions to our work in the Future Tool Extensions section.
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